Let R = I I V . the same quotient field, and if P. is the center of V . on R, then V ■ = R " for
We also note that if R C V ate domains with the same quotient field, then the nonzero ideals of V contract to nonzero ideals of R.
All rings under consideration are commutative domains with identity. Our terminology will be pretty much that of [ units of R. Thus any maximal ideal of R must be equal to one of the P 's, and hence R has at most n maximal ¡deals.
Let R = fl . V . We say the intersection is irredundant it tot all j el we have 0,1.1 V.g V.. (i) R is an LS-domain.
(ii) Every radical ideal of R is prime. Proof, (i) =» (ü). Let / be a radical ideal of R. So / = il Px where P\ ranges over the primes of R which contain /. But since \P ^\ is a chain of primes, Il P x is prime.
(ii)=> (iii). A (a) n \f fo) = P is a radical ideal of R and is therefore prime.
But then fofo) and \Jfo) must be comparable. Suppose y'fo) Ç fofo). Then a£ yj fo) and so there exists an integer m > 0 such that am £ fo). (ii) If 72 < 0, then f1 eLLR, K)). 
